for gradient vector fields and by Labarca in [La] for many cases of quasitransversal intersection orbits and the remaining cases were completed by himself and Plaza in [La-P~] . The study of the stability or not of the bifurcation due to a saddle-node periodic orbit was done by Plaza in [P~] and in all remaining cases the global stability or not follows from the articles of Palis and Takens [P-T] and Newhouse, Palis and Takens [N-P-T] . For families of vector fields on three-dimensional manifolds which are hyperbolic, say for p p, and for p = p there exists an orbit of quasi-transversal intersection between an unstable and a stable manifolds, the global stability was studied by Vera in [Ve] . It is to be noted that for higher number of parameters, the question is quite open, except for the case of two-parameter families of gradient vector fields which was solved by Carneiro and Palis in [C-P] .
In this article we study the [N-P] ).
In order to obtain the result we must impose some mild nondegenerated conditions which we explain in the following section.
BASIC CONCEPTS
In what follows, M will denote a C°° compact boundaryless ndimensional manifold. In the following sections we will impose that n == 3.
Let x°° (llil ) Let F be the set of singulaties of X (i.e., x E F if and only if X (x) = 0) and let A be the closure of the set of periodic orbits. We say X satisfies the Axiom A if, (i) SZ (X ) = F U A, (ii) F is finite and hyperbolic; in this case hyperbolicity yields E~ = { 0 } and it is equivalent to that for each x E F, D X (x) has no eigenvalues with null real part, (iii) A is hyperbolic, as well (iv) F n A = 0 .
It is well known that if X is Axiom A, then there exists a spectral decomposition of Q = i.e., it can be writen as a disjoint union, Q = 03A91 U ... U where each Oi is a closed X-invariant set which contains a dense orbit of X ( i. e., the flow is topologically transitive) (see [Sm] Figure 2 ).
As in [Ve] we define compatible systems of stable and unstable foliations (7g)k and (7/)k, respectively, and a compatible selection of leaves, R, between the respective foliations. The construction of the compatible system of foliations is the same as in [Ve] [Ve] ). In the same way, we define and .i~u~. To define R between the leaves of and .~2 P(~~ we proceed as in [P-T] for the leaves of contained in the cylinder K~ and as in [Ve] for the leaves of contained in the disc B~ . Figure 5 , (a), (b) and (c) Vol. 14, n° 1-1997. X (x, J-L) = (X~ (x) , 0) at (q, where I ç I is a small neighborhood of ~c.
BIFURCATION AND STABILITY OF FAMILIES OF HYPERBOLIC VECTOR FIELDS
We will assume that dim WS ( q) = 2 (the other case is analogous) (see Figure 9) It is well known that there exists a center manifold of q E a, [P~] ) (see Figure 10) . Figure 11) .
We denote by ye the point of intersection of we(q) and W(/3), and in this part of we(q) we choose a fundamental domain for in such a way that ye is in the interior of this domain (see Figure 11 ).
In the above condition, we have the following LEMMA 1. - ([Ma-P] 
